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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Delta King, identical twin to the Delta Queen presently operating on the
Mississippi, lies at anchor just north of Rio Vista, California, a twon equidistantly
located between two of the vessel's former ports of call (San Francisco and Sacramento) •
The Delta King, our last remaining sterwheeler in the Delta, was originally owned
by the California Transportation Company. It was fabricated in Glasgow, Scotland
and assembled in Stockton, California at a cost of $875*000.00. It weighed
1837 gross tons, was 250 feet long with a 58 foot beam; had a draft of ll1/? feet;
had a boiler pressure of 225 pounds; had compound engines generating 2,000 horse
power with a stroke of 10 feet; and had a steel hull, which is still in good
condition.
Four decks high, the Delta King,had a capacity of 200 persons. The upper decks
were constructed of oak, teak, mohogany and cedar. The main deck was built entirely
of ironwood imported from Siam. Cabin interiors were solid oak with natural mohogany and walnut trim with large plate glass windows. Rooms were equipped with
air conditioning and heat. The majority of the state rooms had connecting showers
or baths and lavatory facilities. A kitchen was located in the hold along with
two pantries and a dining room with plate glass windows, connected by two elevators.
The lower deck was utilized for transporting freight.
more than 2,000 tons of freight at a single loading.

The sternwheeler carried

The paddle wheel constructed of fir, was originally built with 28 arms, a 28inch dip and 19-fort bucket length. The cover hood over the sternwheel was
constructed with a steel frame, wooden top and copper sheathed sides.
In the 1930 1 s, River Lines Inc., assumed ownership of the Delta King and withdrew the vessel from operation. In 19^1 the ship was leased to the United States
Navy and was thereafter used as a troop transport on San Francisco Bay. After
the war the United States Maritime Commission took possession and offered the
vessel for sale. It changed hands four times before coming to rest at its present location north of Rio Vista.
The interior has been stripped of original fittings and appointments, and the
paddle wheel and engines have been removed for scrap.
The most recent history of the Delta King is riddled with legal hassles relating to ownership. A decision rendered on April 15i 1976 by Judge Chris Papas,
Superior Court of California, County of San Joaquin, No. 102005, is most informative in this regard.
The ship was sold again in August, 1977.
vessel for commercial and office space.

The new owners plan to refurbish the
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BU.LDER/ARCHITECT Galifornia Transportation Co*

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Delta King, the last of" the large river steamers to be built is a significant
part of the Sacramento Delta 1 s history. During the late 1920's and early 1930's
the vessel plied the waters of the Sacramento River between San Francisco and
Sacramento making stops at Rio Vista (until 1932) and other ports along the way.
She hauled cargo from San Francisco to Sacramento and back again while also providing rather stately transportation for those passengers wishing to traverse this
route. With its sister, the Delta Queen, the Delta King left for San Francisco
on alternate days. It soon ran only night schedules between these ports leaving
at 6:30 p.m.. The Antioch bridge opened in 1926 and from that point forward ,
highway transportation eroded their market. During the winter months only a few
passengers could be found aboard.
With the advent of Pearl Harbor the ship was leased by the United States Navy and
renamed the USS Delta King. Throughout the war the ship was used as a troop
transport until it was turned over to the United States Maritime Commission,
which offered it for sale. Since that time the Delta King has been purchased
several times.
This veiiel represents an important aspect in Northern California's transportation
history; the relationship between steamboat and trucking modes of transportation
is graphically depicted. A renewed interest in things past, in steamboat travel
in reclaiming our Delta's history and in encouraging Americans to visit a restored Delta King are our reasons for nominating this vessel for entry in the
National Register of Historic Places.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Located immediately (about one mile) north of Rio Vista. Bounded by west
side of Sacramento River; west of ship lies State Route 8U; reclamation land
located west of State Route 8U.
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THE EVALUATED SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PROPERTY WITHIN THE STATE IS:
NATIONAL__

STATE X

LOCAL___

As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665). I
hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated according to the
criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.
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Thousands have traveled in the palatial Delta King between San Francisco and Sacramento.
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A night voyager, Petaluma (No. 3) works cargo during the hours
of darkness at the city for which she is named.
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Thousands have traveled in the palatial Delta King between San Francisco and Sacramento.
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